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About Us
Ottawa Wedding Magazine is this region’s go-to guide for all things bridal.
Showcasing the latest trends and most captivating possibilities, along with the
best insider advice, the popular magazine is here to help Ottawa brides plan
their perfect wedding.
It’s also celebrating its 10th anniversary. After a
decade devoted to happy couples and dream-cometrue days, Ottawa Wedding is the inspiring and
practical resource brides count on. Published in July
and December, the magazine is
circulated through the area’s premier
wedding shows and its prestigious
advertisers. It’s also sold on national
news stands. Be part of it. Don’t
miss the opportunity to reach our
highly engaged readership in print,
online and through social media.
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PRINT
High-end publication printed at a minimum 200dpi on 120g glossy, pure white stock. Content/
advertising is 60/40. Approximately 148+ pages.

Advertising Rates
Full page
1/2 page

1x
$2,900
$1,900

2x
$2,200
$1,400

Premium Positions
Back cover
Inside front cover
Inside back cover
Pages 3,5,7,9,11

$3,900
$3,500
$3,500
$3,200

$3,200
$2,800
$2,800
$2,500

$595

$495

Marketplace
1/4 page

ONLINE
Ottawa Wedding can help you maximize your success online. Our digital magazine, vendor list, website, inspiring
articles and timely new blog provide a variety of opportunities to reach brides and grooms in the Ottawa region.

Big Box
Banner
Custom Email Newsletter
Premium online listing

$250/month
$200/month
$500/month
$99/month

SOCIAL MEDIA
We’re quite active on social media and we’re happy to connect, share
your messages and help grow your brand the social way.

@ottawawedding

Get in Touch
613-271-8903
6 7 Neil Ave, Stittsville, ON K2S 1B9
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wap your “it” gown for a party-friendly dress for the wedding
reception? Yes please. More and more brides are opting to do just
that.
In fact when Amy Couse, this issue’s Dream Day bride, walked
down the aisle in the summer of 2019, one of the highlights of her
day was switching up her bridal look after the more formal festivities
were finished. “My absolute favorite part of the evening was my
second outfit, which was a long-sleeve lace, beaded jumpsuit that was
made by the company Nadine Merabi. I changed into this later in the
evening,” she mentions.
Wedding Dress: Part Two is definitely a fun fashion statement
during a day when you’re in the spotlight. But an additional bridal
outfit is popular for practical reasons too. After all a fresh, less formal
dress allows you to move around more freely and comfortably,
particularly if you intend to do a lot of dancing. Once you’ve made
the change, you don’t have to worry about anybody stepping on your
train or the hem of your ballgown. You also don’t have to worry about
a strapless gown shifting or slipping as you move to the music.
There are lots of captivating second-dress choices too, from elegant
knee-length sheaths, slip dresses and chic minis to fashion-forward
shorts, trouser suits and rompers. You can also have the best of
both options when your formal wedding gown converts to a sleek
reception dress.
Local experts offer some handy advice for picking—and rocking—a
bridal party outfit. “A second dress should be lighter, easy to get
into and zip up, and shorter,” says Dana Salares, owner of With Love
Bridal Boutique (withlovebridalboutique.ca), at 66 Hearst Way in
Kanata.
It should have no train, she adds, and should be “easy to move in for
socializing and dancing.”
If you’re intending to slip into a little white dress later in the day,
plan ahead, Dana says, because the timing and details are important.
“You have to think about where you are storing it,” she points out,
“and have it taken to the venue ahead of time. You don’t want it to
wrinkle; [you] want it to look good.”
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Ottawa-based jeweller Sarah Walsh designs both custom and ready-made pieces.

Vintage was in when Sarah Walsh started designing bridal jewellery 14 years ago. “Lots of layers,” she laughs. “Pearls, multi-strand
statement necklaces and cuff bracelets, as well as birdcage veils and feather fascinators.” How times have changed. “Every year, the style
gradually became more minimalist.”
The Ottawa-based jeweller designs both custom and ready-made pieces and welcomes potential clients to book an in-person meeting at
her studio located in the Glebe. “Brides coming into the studio usually work with me to create something custom. Since everything is done
here in the studio, it’s easy to create special one-of-a-kind items.” Sarah will often show clients the ready-made collection, an extensive
line of stunning, sparkly pieces that can be easily altered to fit a bride’s specific style. “For example, we can change the setting, the stone,
shape or size of any of the components in a design,” Sarah says. “We can also take aspects from two or three different pieces and create a
completely new design.”
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Celebrating 10 years
of love stories and
dream-come-true days

Slip into a second bridal outfit
to dance the night away.

For the 2020 wedding season, Sarah says brides are favouring drop
earring designs paired with a minimalist bracelet and a few versatile
hairpins. “Organic, lush and minimalist,” best describe the style.
At Sarah Walsh Bridal (SWB), she adds, “We work almost exclusively
with pearls, crystals and precious metals. Classic teardrop earrings,
pearl studs, and crystal bracelets are timeless staples. Bridal trends
come and go,” explains Sarah. “As a designer, I love working on trendy
pieces for styled portfolio shoots, but for real brides, I almost always
recommend the classic pieces for that timeless wedding look.”
Brides looking for a less traditional approach to their accessories will
often choose “rose gold settings and gemstones in place of traditional
pearls. A rose quartz bracelet and moonstone drop earrings are in high
demand and look great,” Sarah enthuses.
If a bride is uncertain about her fashion style Sarah tries to find out
more about her personality. “To me, jewellery should tell the story
of who you are. Our collection is a mix of minimalist, classic and
statement pieces. After trying on a few different styles, brides see what
they feel most comfortable in and what reflects their personality.” She
asks that brides allow one to four weeks for orders from the readymade collection and two to eight weeks for custom orders.
Sarah suggests brides bring their dress to the jewellery appointment.
“It’s always a bonus if they’ve also scheduled their hair and makeup
trial for earlier that day.” This gives brides an opportunity to see how
the look works when put all together.
“I love that my pieces will be treasured forever. I like to envision my
brides tucking their jewellery away in a little box and [bringing it] out
years later to show (or pass on) to a daughter.” sarahwalshbridal.ca

P

lanning your wedding day is no small feat. Whether you’re expecting 30 or 300 guests, it’s important the event be
a true reflection of you and your partner. Since aesthetics are everything, luckily there are excellent local vendors
who will help guide you through the process of designing the wedding of your dreams. Three of them offer an
update on what’s trending for the year to come.

Pick Your Moment

This second dress, inspired by Meghan Markle,
is style 7024 from Stella York, and it’s available
at With Love Bridal Boutique.

Photos: Terri-Lynn Warren Photography
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n the day Elise and Landry got married—August 9,
2019—they took a few minutes for themselves after the
outdoor ceremony at Strathmere. “We ran hand in hand
in the grass,” the gorgeous bride recalls. “It felt so good
to have this time just for the two of us and it was stunning outside.”
The sky was awash in marvellous shades of grey and blue, and the
newly married couple shared in the grandeur of it all: a picturesque,
historic setting, the company of loved ones and guests from far and
wide, and a glorious celebration to mark the start of an exciting new
chapter in their life.
“One other aspect of the day, which we loved and can’t forget,
is the people who were there to help and to celebrate us. We were
overwhelmed by the love family and friends showed us on that day,”
they note. “Seeing the harmony, the effort, the joy everybody invested into our day gave us so much joy on that day and every time we
think about it. Being able to share it with our loved ones who came
from all over the world to celebrate us was magic.”
Truly, there were many pleasures. After about nine months of organizing, with support from family members and friends along with
assistance from Laura, the venue coordinator from Strathmere,
“Our wedding was better than we could have imagined,” they admit,
describing their big day as one “filled with joy. We could definitely
feel the love ... and it was just beautiful.”
The joyful sentiment actually dates back to March 30 of 2017 and
Central Park in New York City. Elise and Landry were at the top of
a huge rock that offered some of the best views of the famous park
when Landry proposed. “I reminded Elise of all she meant to me
since she walked into my life,” he says, “then went onto my knees
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while popping the question.”
Of course Elise said yes, but the happy couple took plenty of
time to enjoy being engaged before they started making decisions
about their nuptials. Elise found her gown, designed by Essence of
Australia, at With Love Bridal Boutique, and chose shoes by Vince
Camuto. Since she wanted her dress to be the focal point, she accessorized minimally with earrings and a bracelet.
For the decor, Elise says, “We were going for a beautiful rustic
chic and romantic design.” White, ivory/cream, muted soft blush,
gold and greenery were used, along with linens, charger plates, floral décor and rental pieces, to achieve the look. “Sandra from Plenty
of Pretty was incredible to work with and helped make our vision
come true when it came to floral décor,” the bride mentions. “We
absolutely loved our head table backdrop and the drapery she added
in the room. We also had help from our friends to add additional
accent pieces in the decor, some of which came from Wishes Vintage Event Rentals.”
The four-tier wedding cake from Arnie Sweets’ Cake Studio was
“super delicious,” the bride says, adding guests loved the flavours:
marble with caramel filling and coconut with passion fruit filling.
Another highlight of the day was the traditional Rwandese dance
that was featured as entertainment during the reception “which also
made it very beautiful.” Modern elements included a hashtag and a
wedding website. Elise and Landry note that the help they received
from friends and expert vendors really make their day enjoyable.
“We didn’t have to worry about anything as it was all taken care of,
which allowed us to be present and enjoy the moment,” they note.
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CULTURE AND GLAMOUR
May 12, 2018

Brought to you by Coyle Media Group

Unique food offerings and presentations can also serve as wedding highlights all on their own. Ottawa’s top caterers, such as Derick Cotnam
from My Catering Group (mycateringgroup.com), will tell you: food can be presented as an interactive, crowd-pleasing experience. Derick
and his acclaimed team do a lot of high-end weddings and they do them with flair. Imagine chef-manned food stations such as a raw bar with
an ice sculpture, a poke station, a taco station and a dessert bar featuring the likes of crème brûlée finished spectacularly with a blowtorch or
liquid nitrogen ice cream made right before your eyes. The approach is personal, social and creative, and guests, well, eat it up.
“We do have set menu items,” Derick says, “but we’re constantly doing custom menus. We’re extremely open to creating new menu items
for clients.”
And those bespoke bites make for sweet wedding memories.

PHOTOS BY KAYLA PHOTOGRAPHY
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hen Kathy went out for dinner with her best friend
at the Clocktower Brew Pub in Westboro, she was
expecting a get together with her bestie. So she was
caught off guard when a good looking guy showed
up as well. It was Jason Geleta. And the occasion, in fact, was a blind
date. “I ended up ignoring Jason the entire dinner,” she admits now.
Eventually, though, she paid attention and on May 12 of 2018,
the two got married at the Canada Aviation and Space Museum,
a striking space featuring the treasures of the museum’s worldrenowned aerospace collection. As weddings go, this one was
spectacular.
The big day took about 10 months to organize, Kathy says, adding,
“We wanted a classic, elegant wedding, with a gold and black colour
scheme and simple, timeless accents.”
Since Kathy is Vietnamese, the couple also incorporated a number
of Vietnamese cultural traditions, including the tea ceremony, lion
dancers, and attire.

Derick Cotnam and his My Catering Group
team are open to creating new menu items
for clients. The results are spectacular.
Photo: My Catering Group
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Teacher Lisa Joyce had a donut wall
at her wedding.
Photo: Brittany Lee Photography

Photos by Phillipa Maitland Photography
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HAPPILY EVER AFTER

reat your guests to a taste of something scrumptious that’s
a reflection of who you are and what you enjoy. After all,
great food is at the heart of a great wedding, and there are
endless options to add some memorably delectable style to yours.
Whether it’s pie or popcorn, sliders or sushi, tacos or mini grilled
cheese sandwiches, signature bites add a fun twist to a special day.
They may be dished as late-night nibbles, as cocktail canapés, at
food trucks or as part of a more casual, sophisticated hospitality
mix involving various food stations, mingling and gourmet
delights. That’s up to you.
As you’ll notice in this issue, couples are personalizing their
wedding refreshments in many novel ways. Teacher Lisa Joyce
had a donut wall and a s’mores station on her wedding day, while
at Alexandra Long’s celebration there was a late-night shawarma
bar, plus Armenian sweets for dessert since her new husband,
Serge, is Armenian. Alexis served cow cookies at her wedding
on a dairy farm and Lisa’s wedding favours were brandy soaked
plums made by her new husband’s 91-year-old grandfather.
At many of the latest weddings, food is serving in various
starring roles. For instance, sweets tables or donut walls can be
focal points in the décor, as well as conversation starters. Freshly
baked pies or homemade edible favours can serve to involve
your relatives who love to bake, or serve to honour the culinary
traditions started by a beloved family elder.

Photo: My Catering Group
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This two-in-one dress from Alliance Bridal features a graceful
overskirt to wear during the wedding ceremony. Once it’s
removed, there’s an alluring fitted gown underneath that’s a
showstopper for the reception. Photos: Alliance Bridal
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Val Lemieux of Alliance Bridal (alliancebridal.com), a family
owned business at 17285 McLean Road in Moose Creek, offers
some additional insight to consider. “We find there is a price point
of about $200 to $300 for a second dress,” she notes, “and some will
choose a bridesmaid’s dress, which is less expensive.
“Many brides will go with an ivory coloured dress, and it is usually
completely different than the more elaborate bridal gown worn
during the ceremony.”
For later in the wedding day, most brides “prefer a sexier dress, a
more fitted one without a train,” she adds. They “wear it to unwind
and thoroughly enjoy the party with family and friends.” There also
can be a cultural aspect to wearing another bridal outfit. “Many
nationalities will have a second dress at a wedding, depending on
their traditions.”
Finally, some brides choose a gown that can be worn two ways,
transforming from a formal to an informal look. “A two-in-one
dress is very popular now,” Val notes. For instance Alliance features
beautiful gowns with an overskirt that can be worn during the
wedding ceremony. Later the skirt can be removed to reveal a more
fitted dress underneath. “This offers two looks for one price, which
explains its popularity.”
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For the tea ceremony, held at her parents’ home earlier in the
day, Kathy wore a traditional red ao dai gown and khan dong
(headpiece) and Jason wore a blue ao dai and khan dong to honour
her Vietnamese heritage. During the ceremony, a time-honoured
ritual, the bride and groom paid respect to their parents, families,
and ancestors while also formally and symbolically introducing
family members from the bride’s side and the groom’s side to each
other.
After, a captivating performance by lion dancers symbolized good
luck and fortune.
In fact, Kathy notes, “Every aspect of the wedding had a personal
touch, including the ceremony. The picture in the backdrop of
the ceremony [at the museum] was taken by Jason on the family’s
property in Constance Bay.”
Festivities at the museum were decidedly glamorous, inspired by
the prohibition era and The Great Gatsby. For the ceremony, Kathy
wore a feminine fit and flare gown with a beautiful illusion neckline.

She accessorized it with a tiara, a fingertip veil and white stilettos.
Her long hair was worn in loose curls and both her bouquet and
the bridesmaids’ bouquets featured red blooms. Jason’s gold tie and
pocket square added an extra dash of style.
The bridesmaids wore sophisticated two-tone sheath dresses,
with sparkling gold tops and white below the waistline. The
wedding décor was equally sumptuous, with gold chairs
and charger plates, black tablecloths and napkins and lots of
dazzle from glassware and centerpieces. The incredible giant
aircrafts in the background definitely added dramatic panache.
Even the dessert by Daan Go Cake Lab was a showstopper. A
stunning black and gold cake was topped with a thin gold band and
then alternating tiers of black and gold macarons.
While there were many highlights in the day, the most memorable
aspect of the wedding was the people involved, the bride says. “We
had family travelling from all over the world. It ultimately came
down to seeing family and friends.”
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